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This paper tests the insiders’ dilemma hypothesis in a laboratory experiment. 
The insiders’ dilemma means that a profitable merger does not occur, 
because it is even more profitable for each firm to unilaterally stand as an 
outsider (Stigler, 1950; Kamien and Zang, 1990 and 1993). The experimental 
data provides support for the insiders’ dilemma, and thereby for endogenous 
rather than exogenous merger theory. More surprisingly, our data suggests 
that fairness (or relative performance) considerations also make profitable 
mergers difficult. Mergers that should occur in equilibrium do not, since they 
require an unequal split of surplus. 
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1 Introduction

Market power is one of the motives for mergers between competitors. Stigler

(1950) points out two important obstacles to such mergers, however. First,

even if an anti-competitive merger increases aggregate industry pro�ts, it

may be unpro�table for the �rms involved. The reason is that the increased

price triggers new entry and induces existing competitors to increase their

production, thereby reducing the merging �rms�market share. Second, even

if the merger is pro�table, remaining outside an anti-competitive merger is

usually more pro�table than participating, since outsiders bene�t from an

increase in price, but need not reduce output themselves. Firms may thus

not have an incentive to participate in anti-competitive mergers, even if these

are pro�table, a phenomenon that we call the insiders�dilemma.

These obstacles have important implications for competition policy. Anti-

competitive mergers are di¢ cult to form, while mergers creating su¢ cient

e¢ ciency gains are not. These considerations suggest that horizontal mergers

are primarily formed for other reasons than market power, for instance cost

synergies. Allowing competition authorities to control mergers may thwart

or delay such gains. Despite its potential importance for merger policy, there

does not exist any empirical evidence to show if the insiders�dilemma is an

important obstacle to anticompetitive mergers. A major reason for this is

that it is di¢ cult or even impossible to collect and interprete data about

mergers that did not occur.1 Running a laboratory experiment overcomes

these di¢ culties and the purpose of this paper is to test the signi�cance of

1Event studies may provide some information about externalities from mergers that
actually occur, see e.g. Eckbo (1983). However, not knowing the market�s expectations
before a merger implies di¢ culties in interpreting such data (Fridolfsson and Stennek,
2000b). Moreover, such studies cannot estimate the extent to which pro�table mergers
are blocked due to the insiders�dilemma.
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the insiders�dilemma in such an experiment.

Stigler�s �rst idea has subsequently received partial support in the so-

called exogenous merger literature. Horizontal mergers are unpro�table in a

Cournot oligopoly with constant marginal costs, unless the merger involves

a large proportion of all �rms (Szidarovszky and Yakowitz, 1982; Salant,

Switzer and Reynolds, 1983). However, if the marginal cost is increasing, or

if �rms compete in prices, mergers are typically pro�table (Perry and Porter,

1985; Deneckere and Davidson, 1985). The exogenous merger literature also

provides some support for Stigler�s second point, showing that outsiders in

anti-competitive mergers gain more than insiders. A potential drawback

of the exogenous merger literature, however, is that it analyzes mergers in

isolation and builds on the presumption that mergers occur if, and only if,

they are pro�table. As a result, these externalities are considered to be

irrelevant for the merger decision.

More recently, the endogenous merger literature, using non-cooperative

models of the acquisition process, indicates that externalities actually are of

importance. This literature has formalized the insiders�dilemma. Kamien

and Zang (1990, 1991 and 1993) show that a pro�table merger from (n � 3

�rm) oligopoly to monopoly may not be an equilibrium. Since each target

becomes a duopolist by unilaterally rejecting its bid, they will require too

large a premium to make an acquisition pro�table for a prospective buyer.2

This formalization of the insiders�dilemma is best illustrated in an exam-

ple with three symmetric �rms. If there is no merger, every �rm earns the

2Fridolfsson and Stennek (2000) formalize the existence of an insiders�dilemma also
in the case of mergers between two �rms. In their model of multi-person bargaining,
mergers are delayed rather than completely blocked, however. Gomes (2000) shows that
the insiders�dilemma may be overcome if �rms use contingent bids. Using a cooperative
model of the acquisition process, Horn and Persson (2001) argue that �rms may be able
to overcome the insiders�dilemma.
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triopoly pro�t denoted T . If there is a merger to duopoly, both �rms earn D.

If there is a merger to monopoly the �rm earnsM . Kamien and Zang (1990)

consider an acquisition game where all �rms simultaneously submit a bid for

every other �rm and an asking price for his own �rm. The �rm o¤ering the

highest bid above the asking price buys the target �rm. The key issue is then

whether there exists a Nash equilibrium where one �rm buys both competi-

tors to create a monopoly. The answer is that such an equilibrium may not

exist, even if the merger would be pro�table, i.e. M > 3T . To understand

why, assume that monopolization is an equilibrium, where the buyer o¤ers b

to each competitor. At the same time, both sellers are supposed to announce

an asking price a = b (asking for less would be giving money). Each selling

�rm knows that by raising the asking price somewhat above b, it will become

a duopolist and earn D. Therefore, for the acquisition to be an equilibrium,

it is necessary that a = b � D. The buyer does not have an incentive to

announce such a high bid unless M � 2D � T . Thus, monopolization is

an equilibrium if, and only if, M � T + 2D. This condition is more strict

than M � 3T whenever D > T , i.e. whenever a merger to duopoly exerts a

positive externality on the outsider.

Kamien and Zang (1993) consider a sequential model, consisting of the

static model repeated in a number of periods. The key insight is that the

insiders�dilemma remains, although in a weaker form. In a game of two

periods, a buyer still needs to pay D for the last �rm, but he can buy the

�rst �rm for T . Thus, there exists an equilibrium with merger to monopoly

if, and only if, M � 2T +D.

The purpose of this paper is to test Kamien and Zang�s formalization of

the insiders�dilemma, using the three �rm model just sketched. The experi-

ments in this paper thus focus on �rms�decisions whether or not to merge.
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The previous experimental literature on mergers is focused on the e¤ects of

mergers on prices and quantities (see e.g. Davis, 2002; Huck, Konrad, Müller

and Normann, 2000; Huck, Normann and Oechssler, 2000). From a formal

point of view, our experiments are more related to experiments on bargain-

ing and in particular the ultimatum game. In the ultimatum game there is

a �rst player who proposes a split of a pie and a second player who either

accepts or rejects (implying zero payo¤ for both).3 In our game there is a

�rst player (the buyer) who can propose a split (make a bid) and two other

players (sellers) who independently can accept or reject the o¤er. Even if

this game is only a small extension to the original ultimatum game, it is sub-

stantially more complex. For example, the size of the pie (producer surplus)

varies with the number of sellers who accept the o¤er. Moreover, one seller�s

value of rejecting the o¤er depends on what the other seller decides.

Even if the primary purpose of this paper is to test a particular mecha-

nism, namely Kamien and Zang�s formalization of the insiders�dilemma, it

also serves a broader aim. The paper is a �rst attempt to empirically dis-

criminate between the old exogenous and the new endogenous merger theory.

The former only focuses on how the merger changes the insiders�pro�ts in

comparison to the outset. The latter, which is an application of the theory

of coalition formation, indicates that merger incentives are also a¤ected by

externalities. We include di¤erent treatments where the pro�tability of the

merger is constant, but where the externalities vary. If merger frequencies in-

deed vary with externalities, this may be taken as support for the endogenous

merger theory over the exogenous merger approach. Even more broadly, our

paper can be viewed as one of the �rst attempts to empirically test the theory

of coalition formation, since endogenous merger theory is an application of

3For an overview of experimental results from ultimatum bargaining, see Kagel and
Roth (1995), pp 270-321.
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this �eld.

2 Theoretical Predictions

We will test the insiders�dilemma in two di¤erent environments. The �rst en-

vironment concerns simultaneous acquisitions (corresponding to Kamien and

Zang, 1990), the second sequential acquisitions (corresponding to Kamien

and Zang, 1993). We simplify Kamien and Zang�s models in several ways to

make them amenable to experimental testing.

There are three players in our model of simultaneous acquisitions: one

buyer and two sellers. At date one, the buyer makes an o¤er b, the same to

both buyers. At date two, the sellers simultaneously and independently de-

cide whether to accept or reject the o¤er. There are three possible outcomes

in terms of market structure. If both sellers reject, there is triopoly, and all

players receive payo¤ T . If one seller rejects and the other accepts, there is

duopoly. The buyer receives payo¤D� b, the rejecting seller receives D and

the accepting seller, b. If both sellers accept, there is monopoly. The buyer

receives payo¤M � 2b and the sellers receive b each.4

Exactly as Kamien and Zang, we assume that a merger from triopoly

to duopoly is not pro�table, that is D < 2T . A merger from triopoly to

duopoly exerts a positive externality on the outsider, i.e. D > T . It is

also assumed that mergers from duopoly to monopoly and from triopoly to

monopoly are pro�table, that isM > 2D andM > 3T . All these assumptions

are consistent with simple oligopoly models.

4To simplify the analysis we assume that both �rms in the duopoly (the merged �rm and
the outsider) earn the same pro�t. Although extreme, this assumption is consistent with
a homogenous good Cournot oligopoly with constant returns to scale. The assumption is
not essential for the insiders�dilemma mechanism, however, and was also used by Kamien
and Zang.
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The equilibrium concept is a subgame perfect equilibrium.

Proposition 1 Consider the model of simultaneous acquisitions. If M �

2D > T , the buyer bids b = D, both sellers accept the bid, and there is

merger to monopoly. If M � 2D < T , the buyer bids b � T , both sellers

reject the bid, and the triopoly remains.

Proof: At date two, the equilibrium depends on the bid b. If b � T , rejection

is an equilibrium. All players receive T . If b � D, acceptance is an equilib-

rium. To maximize his payo¤, the buyer o¤ers b = D. In this case, the buyer

receives M � 2D and the sellers receive D. If b 2 (T;D), there are three

possible equilibria at date two. There are two asymmetric equilibria in pure

strategies requiring one seller to accept and the other to reject. There is also

a symmetric equilibrium in mixed strategies. The rest of this proof, however,

demonstrates that the buyer will not bid b 2 (T;D) in equilibrium. First,

consider the case of (asymmetric) pure strategies. To maximize his payo¤,

the buyer o¤ers b = T+1. In this case, the buyer receivesD�T�1. By o¤er-

ing b � T , inducing rejection, the buyer can guarantee himself T > D�T�1.

Second, consider the symmetric equilibrium in mixed strategies, where the

probability of acceptance is p = (b� T ) = (D � T ) 2 (0; 1). The buyer�s

payo¤ is p2 [M � 2b] + 2p (1� p) [D � b] + (1� p)2 T . Assume �rst that

M � 2b > T , then M � 2b > D� b (since b < D and merger from duopoly to

monopoly is pro�table, i.e. M > 2D), implying that b = D and monopoly is

a better choice. Assume next that T > M � 2b, then T > D� b (since b > T

and merger from triopoly to duopoly is unpro�table, i.e. D < 2T ), implying

that b = T and triopoly is a better choice. QED.

Consider next the model of sequential acquisitions. There are four periods

with perfect information, and the buyer can only bid for one �rm at a time.
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At date one, the buyer makes an o¤er b1 to the �rst seller. At date two,

the �rst seller accepts or rejects the o¤er and at date three, the buyer makes

an o¤er b2 to the second seller. At date four, the second seller accepts or

rejects the o¤er. If both sellers reject, there is triopoly, in which case all

players receive payo¤ T . If seller i accepts and the other rejects, there is

duopoly. The buyer receives payo¤D� bi, the rejecting seller receives D and

the accepting seller bi. If both sellers accept, there is monopoly; the buyer

receives payo¤M � b1 � b2 and seller i receives bi.

Proposition 2 Consider the model of sequential acquisitions. If M > D +

2T , the buyer bids b1 = T and b2 = D, both sellers accept and there is merger

to monopoly. If M < D + 2T , the buyer bids b1; b2 < T , both sellers reject

and the triopoly remains.

Proof: At date four, seller two accepts if, and only if, b2 � D (in case seller

one accepted) or b2 � T (in case seller one rejected). At date three, the buyer

o¤ers b2 = D in case seller one accepted, since then M � b1 � b2 > D � b1
is maximized. In case seller one rejected, the buyer o¤ers b2 < T since

D � b2 < T for all b2 � T . At date two, seller one accepts if, and only if,

b1 � T . At date one, the buyer o¤ers b1 = T if M � T �D � T and b1 < T

otherwise. QED.

Finally, we should motivate our key simpli�cations of Kamien and Zang�s

models. There are two distinct reasons why a pro�table merger may not

occur in Kamien and Zang�s models. First, there is the insiders�dilemma

and second, there is a coordination problem in the allocation of roles. Who

should be the buyer and who should be the seller? This is not a trivial

problem since di¤erent roles yield di¤erent payo¤s. This is not, however, the

problem on which Kamien and Zang have focused. Instead, they eliminate
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it by studying asymmetric equilibria where the roles are allocated to the

�rms as part of the equilibrium prescription. Since we only want to test

for the importance of the insiders�dilemma, we also wish to eliminate this

coordination problem in the experimental design. Since we cannot select an

equilibrium, this is done by changing the rules of the game. In particular, we

assign roles (buyer and seller) to the di¤erent �rms as part of the description

of the game. Kamien and Zang�s models also contain a second coordination

problem. Since the split of surplus is determined in the same way as in

a Nash demand game, all prices between a buyer�s valuation and a seller�s

reservation price constitute an equilibrium price. To eliminate this problem,

we let sellers observe the bids before responding.

3 Experimental Design

The experiment consists of four treatments, summarized in Table 1. Treat-

ments Sim-T and Sim-M concern the simultaneous acquisition game and

treatments Seq-T and Seq-M the sequential acquisition game. In all treat-

ments, M = 43:5 and T = 11:5 are held constant. Thus, the pro�tability

of a merger to monopoly, that is M � 3T > 0, is held constant throughout

the experiment. We use the duopoly pro�t D as a control variable. In the

test treatments Sim-T and Seq-T, the duopoly pro�t is su¢ ciently high for

endogenous merger theory to predict that no merger occurs, even though a

merger to monopoly is pro�table. In the control treatments Sim-M and Seq-

M, the duopoly pro�t is su¢ ciently low for a merger to monopoly to occur

according to endogenous merger theory.
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Table 1. Summary of treatments (T = 11:5, M = 43:5)

Duopoly pro�t Simultaneous Sequential

acquisitions acquisitions

High

(D = 21:5)
-

Treatment: Seq-T

Prediction: Triopoly

Moderate

(D = 17:5)

Treatment: Sim-T

Prediction: Triopoly

Treatment: Seq-M

Prediction: Monopoly

Low

(D = 12:5)

Treatment: Sim-M

Prediction: Monopoly
-

In the tests, we will investigate if the occurrence of merger to monopoly

di¤ers signi�cantly between di¤erent pairs of treatments, a test treatment

and a control treatment. The procedure for comparing the outcome in test

treatments with the outcome in control treatments ensures that the absence

of mergers in Sim-T and Seq-T is due to the insiders�dilemma, and not to

any other factors that are not part of endogenous merger theory.

The appropriate null-hypothesis is the assertion which should be con-

sidered valid, unless evidence throws serious doubts on it. We let exogenous

merger theory provide the null-hypothesis for two reasons. Exogenous merger

theory is the more established framework for analyzing mergers and it is also

simpler than endogenous merger theory. The null-hypothesis is that there

is no di¤erence in the outcomes between any pair of treatments, since the

pro�tability of merger to monopoly is the same in all treatments and since

the exogenous merger theory asserts that externalities are irrelevant.5 The

5It is not obvious what the predictions of exogenous merger theory are. The problem
is that the exogenous merger theory analyzes each merger in isolation, while we allow
several possible but mutually exclusive mergers. To reduce the problem of interpretation,
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alternative hypothesis is the assertion provided by endogenous merger theory.

As indicated in Table 2, we perform three types of comparisons.

Table 2: Summary of tests.

Test Test treatment Control treatment

Simultaneous Sim-T Sim-M

Sequential Seq-T Seq-M

Simultaneous vs sequential Sim-T Seq-M

In Section 4.1, we compare test treatment Sim-T with control treatment

Sim-M of the simultaneous game. In Section 4.2, we compare test treatment

Seq-T with control treatment Seq-M of the sequential game. In both cases,

the alternative hypothesis provided by endogenous merger theory is that the

higher duopoly pro�t in the test treatments reduces �rms�incentive to merge

from triopoly to monopoly. Finally, in Section 4.3, we compare the simulta-

neous acquisition treatment Sim-T with the sequential acquisition treatment

Seq-M. In these two treatments, all pro�t parameters, including the duopoly

pro�t, are the same. This test will reveal if sequential acquisitions mitigate

the insiders�dilemma, as suggested by endogenous merger theory.

We planned to run ten trials of each treatment. New subjects were used

in every treatment. Groups of three subjects (one buyer and two sellers)

were randomly formed in each trial, which means that each subject only

participated in one trial where the subject only played the game once. Since

new subjects were used in each trial, we did not need to use randommatching.

Subjects �rst played four rounds of practice without monetary rewards but

we assume that all mergers, except merger to monopoly, are unpro�table. Furthermore,
we interpet the exogenous merger literature only to posit that externalities do not matter
for merger incentives. An alternative would have been to use the stronger assertion that
mergers occur if, and only if, they are pro�table.
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with feedback (privately) about the outcomes after each round. Each group

remained the same in the real round and the practice rounds. The members

of the group were anonymous.

Ten observations may seem little. However, our conservative design with

subjects only playing the game once implies a high degree of independence

and allows us to count each trial as one observation. Such observations come

costly, but there is enough data to make hypothesis testing meaningful if one

is willing to settle for moderate signi�cance levels.

The subjects were recruited from Stockholm University. An announce-

ment was posted at di¤erent places allover the University where people were

told to send an e-mail to sign up for the experiment. The announcement

contained information about a one-hour-experiment, including 15 minutes

for instructions and 35 minutes for practice rounds, with a show up fee of

SEK 50 (approximately $ 5) and the possibility of making more money. We

asked for thirty-three people in each treatment (including three to cover for

no-shows). The experiment was carried out in Swedish in March and April

2001, pen-and-paper style.

The procedure was as follows. A single class room was used for each

treatment. Participants were randomly given a number (1-30) to allocate

their seats in the class room. When all participants were seated, they received

instructions, reproduced in Appendix A.1 for simultaneous treatments and

Appendix A.2 for sequential treatments. After reading the instructions, each

participant received a private answer form, also informing the participant

about his role (buyer or seller).

In the simultaneous treatments, each buyer o¤ered one bid on the reply

form. Each bid was copied by the experimenter and distributed to two of

the sellers. The bid was either rejected or accepted by the sellers on their
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reply form. Their answers were copied by the experimenter and distributed

to the buyer and the other seller in the group. In the sequential treatments,

the buyers �rst o¤ered a bid to one seller and then, after all player had

been informed about the response (but not the size of the bid), a possibly

di¤erent bid to the second seller. After this single round, the participants

could, anonymously, convert their individual pro�t into cash before leaving

the class room. The pro�ts were given in points in the experiment where 1

point = SEK 10 (approximately $ 1).

The buyers�bids are restricted to be non-negative integers, while all pro�t

parameters (T , D and M) are non-integers. As a result, players have strict

incentives to follow the equilibrium recommendation, i.e. there exists no node

where a player is indi¤erent between his equilibrium action(s) and some other

action. A maximum bid was introduced to ensure that no subject could lose

money, including the show-up fee.

4 Results

4.1 Simultaneous Treatments

Treatments Sim-T and Sim-M concern simultaneous acquisitions. As de-

scribed in Proposition 1, endogenous merger theory suggests a triopoly out-

come in the test treatment Sim-T, since buyers should o¤er a bid below the

triopoly pro�t T = 11:5, and sellers should reject this bid.6 In the control

treatment, Sim-M, the equilibrium outcome is monopoly, since buyers should

bid just above the duopoly pro�t D = 12:5, and sellers should accept this

6According to the equilibrium the buyer should actually o¤er an even lower bid, i.e. b <
D�T . However, the sellers reject all bids below the triopoly pro�t, T , in equilibrium. To
simplify our analyse and make the buyer behavior correspondent with the seller behavior
we lump all the bids below T in this section and treat all these bids as an attempt to avoid
an acquisition.
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bid.

The �rst test investigates whether there are any di¤erences between the

treatments in terms of the resulting market structure (triopoly, duopoly, or

monopoly). Table 3 reports the market outcomes for simultaneous treat-

ments. Note that due to no-shows, we could only run nine trials in Sim-M.

In all tables, bold indicates that behavior or outcome is consistent with the

equilibrium in the relevant subgame.

Table 3: Market outcomes for simultaneous treatments

Treatment Monopoly Duopoly Triopoly Total

Sim-T 1 4 5 10

Sim-M 5 2 2 9

Di¤erence in frequency

(signi�cance level)

0.456��

(0.0495)

-0.178

(0.3700)

-0.278

(0.2199)
-

In treatment Sim-M, �ve trials out of nine (56 percent) resulted in a monopoly

whereas only one out of ten (10 percent) in Sim-T. The last row presents the

di¤erence between the two treatment frequencies (5=9 � 1=10 � 0:456). Al-

though the di¤erence is not as extreme as suggested by endogenous merger

theory, it has the predicted sign. There is more monopolization in Sim-M

than in Sim-T. There is also a di¤erence in the triopoly outcomes; in treat-

ment Sim-T �ve trials out of ten (50 percent) resulted in triopoly, whereas

only two out of nine (22 percent) in Sim-M. This di¤erence also has the

predicted sign.

The next step is to test if the di¤erences between Sim-T and Sim-M are

statistically signi�cant. Since this and all subsequent tests concern two in-

dependent samples, with categorical data (monopoly versus triopoly), and

since we will have few observations, the appropriate test is Fisher�s exact
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test (Bradley, 1968). A peculiarity of this test, when there are more than

two di¤erent outcomes (monopoly, duopoly, triopoly), is that the di¤erences

in the frequencies are investigated one by one. We start with the frequency

of monopoly.7 The null hypothesis is that the frequency of monopoly is the

same in Sim-T and Sim-M. The alternative hypothesis is that the monopoly

frequency is larger in Sim-M than in Sim-T. The last row in Table 3 indi-

cates that the di¤erence between the two monopoly frequencies (0.456) is

statistically di¤erent from zero (i.e. positive) at the �ve-percent level, using

a one-sided test.8 Thus, we can reject the null hypothesis at the �ve-percent

level. The di¤erence in triopoly frequencies is not signi�cantly di¤erent from

zero.

To acquire a deeper understanding of merger incentives, we proceed to

test if buyers and sellers conform to their equilibrium strategies, prescribed

by endogenous merger theory. Note that even if the outcome in terms of mar-

ket structure conforms to the predictions of endogenous merger theory, the

strategy pro�le may not. Conversely, insigni�cant deviations from the equi-

librium strategies may result in signi�cant deviations from the equilibrium

outcome.

Working backwards, we start by analyzing seller behavior. Since sellers

�nd themselves in di¤erent subgames depending on the buyers� bids, we

need to take the level of the bid into account. We divide bids into the

three categories suggested by theory. Bids above the duopoly pro�t should

7To apply Fisher�s exact test for 2�2 tables, the 3�2 table must be partitioned (see
Bradley, 1968). When testing the di¤erence in monopoly frequency, one starts by compar-
ing the triopoly and duopoly outcomes. If there is no signi�cant di¤erence between the
two treatments (10 percent level), the duopoly and triopoly observations are clustered to
create a 2�2 matrix (monopoly vs. non-monopoly).

8The signi�cance level is the probability that we would observe the actual outcome,
or a more extreme outcome, given that the null hypothesis is true. In all tables, stars *
(**) indicate that the di¤erence is statistically di¤erent from zero and thus, that the null
hypothesis is rejected, with a 10 (5) percent level of signi�cance.
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be accepted and bids below the triopoly pro�t rejected. For bids between

the triopoly and duopoly pro�ts, theory does not deliver sharp predictions.

There are three di¤erent equilibria in the subgame, two asymmetric pure

strategy equilibria and one symmetric equilibrium in mixed strategies. Table

4 aggregates the sellers�behavior in treatments Sim-T and Sim-M. Overall,

there were 12 bids above the duopoly level, 12 bids at the intermediate level,

and 14 bids below the triopoly level.

Table 4: Seller behavior in simultaneous treatments

Bid Total Accept Reject Di¤erence in acceptance rate (sig.)

D < b 12 11 1 0.417�� (0.034)

T < b < D 12 6 6 0.429�� (0.021)

b < T 14 1 13 -

Table 4 indicates that the sellers�behavior is determined by the level of the

bid, as suggested by the equilibrium recommendation. Out of 12 bids above

the duopoly pro�t, 11 were accepted as prescribed by the equilibrium recom-

mendation. Out of the 14 bids below the triopoly pro�t, 13 were rejected as

prescribed.

The next step is to test if the sellers�behavior di¤ers signi�cantly due to

the level of the bid. The last column of Table 4 compares the acceptance

rate in a given row with that in the following row. The acceptance rate was

42 percent (11=12 � 6=12 � 0:417) higher for bids above the duopoly pro�t

than for bids at the intermediate level. Similarly, the acceptance rate was

43 percent higher for bids at the intermediate level than for bids below the

triopoly pro�t. Using Fisher�s test, we must consider the two di¤erences
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separately. In the case of the two top rows, the null hypothesis is that

the acceptance rate is the same for bids b > D as for intermediate bids,

T < b < D. The alternative hypothesis is that the acceptance rate is higher

when b > D. Both di¤erences turn out to be signi�cantly di¤erent from

zero at the �ve percent level and thus, we reject the null hypothesis. The

sellers�acceptance rate is determined by the bid. In particular, to ensure

acceptance, bids must exceed the duopoly pro�t rather than the triopoly

pro�t, as suggested by endogenous merger theory.

Table 5 summarizes buyer behavior from the simultaneous treatments.

In treatment Sim-T, the equilibrium prescribes that buyers should bid below

T to induce rejection. In treatment Sim-M, buyers should bid the smallest

amount above D. In Table 5, we have lumped all bids above the duopoly

pro�t together since they all indicate an attempt to monopolize the market.

Table 5: Buyer behavior for simultaneous treatments

Treatment b < T T < b < D D < b Total

Sim-T 5 5 0 10

Sim-M 2 1 6 9

Di¤erence in frequency

(signi�cance level)

-0.278

(n.a.)

-0.389

(n.a.)

0.667��

(0.0031)
-

Table 5 shows that the proportion of low bids (b < T ) is higher in Sim-T

than in Sim-M (�0:278 � 2=9� 5=10), and that the proportion of high bids

(D < b) is higher in Sim-M than in Sim-T, as suggested by the equilibrium

recommendation. Fisher�s exact test shows that the latter, but not the former

di¤erence, is statistically signi�cant.9 Hence, we reject the null hypothesis

9Given our data, Fisher�s test is not available for computing signi�cance levels for the
di¤erences between Sim-T and Sim-M in terms of the frequencies of low bids (b < T ) and
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that the proportion of high bids is the same in the test treatment Sim-T and

the control treatment Sim-M, in favor of the alternative hypothesis that the

proportion of high bids is larger in Sim-M than in Sim-T.

To summarize the analysis of simultaneous treatments, we have found

that all di¤erences have the predicted sign, but that not all are statistically

signi�cant.

Conclusion 1 In the simultaneous acquisition game, the duopoly pro�t af-

fects the behavior of both buyers and sellers, and also the incidence of mo-

nopolization. In particular, monopolization is more di¢ cult when the duopoly

pro�t is higher, as suggested by endogenous merger theory.

4.2 Sequential Treatments

Treatments Seq-T and Seq-M concern sequential acquisitions. As described

in Proposition 2, endogenous merger theory suggests a triopoly outcome in

the test treatment Seq-T, since buyers should o¤er bids below the triopoly

pro�t T = 11:5, and both sellers should reject their bids. In the control

treatment Seq-M, the equilibrium outcome is monopoly, since buyers should

�rst bid just above the triopoly pro�t T = 11:5 (i.e. 12) and then just above

the duopoly pro�t D = 17:5 (i.e. 18), and both sellers should accept their

bids. A complete description of the raw data is presented in Table 6. In

treatment Seq-T, we only have eight trials due to no-shows.

intermediate bids (T < b < D). For example, for low bids to be compared with non-low
bids (b > T ) we have to cluster intermediate bids and high bids. This cannot be done
however, since they are signi�cantly di¤erent from each other.
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Table 6: Raw data for sequential acquisitions

Seq-T

Bid 1 13 13 13 13 12 11 4 0 - -

Seller 1 Yes Yes Yes No No No No No - -

Bid 2 14 13 13 9 10 6 6 0 - -

Seller 2 No No No No No Yes No No - -

Seq-M

Bid 1 16 15 15 14 13 12 12 5 0 0

Seller 1 Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No No

Bid 2 16 15 8 16 5 3 2 3 5 1

Seller 2 No No No Yes No No No No No No

The �rst test investigates whether there are any di¤erences between treat-

ments in terms of the resulting market structure (triopoly, duopoly, or monopoly).

Table 7 reports the market outcomes for sequential treatments.

Table 7: Market outcomes for sequential treatments

Treatment Monopoly Duopoly Triopoly Total

Seq-T 0 4 4 8

Seq-M 0 4 6 10

Di¤erence in frequency

(signi�cance level)

0.000

(1.0000)

-0.100

(0.8158)

0.100

(0.8158)
-

The test treatment Seq-T seems to conform to endogenous merger theory,

since subjects do not succeed in monopolizing the market. A potential expla-

nation for this is the insiders�dilemma. Unexpectedly, however, monopoly

did not occur in the control treatment Seq-M either. Actually, the frequency
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of triopoly is even larger in Seq-M than in Seq-T (0:100 = 6=10� 4=8). The

null hypothesis, which entails no di¤erence between the treatments in terms

of market structure, cannot be rejected by Fisher�s test in any of the three

cases. This result casts doubts on the insiders�dilemma as a cause of failure

to monopolize the market in sequential games. The lack of monopoly can,

however, be explained when analyzing the strategies of the player in more

detail.

The primary question is why there is so little monopolization in Seq-M.

Are the buyers�bids too low, or the sellers�demands too high? If anything,

Table 6 shows that buyers have o¤ered more than the equilibrium prescribes.

However, some of the �rst sellers in Seq-M have rejected bids over T = 11:5,

even though the equilibrium prescribes acceptance. If they had accepted a

bid of for example 12, the buyer would (in equilibrium) have o¤ered a bid

of 18 to the second seller and thereby monopolized the market. The returns

would then have been 12 for seller 1 and 18 for seller 2. The equilibrium in the

subgame after seller 1 rejects prescribes the buyer to o¤er a non-attractive

bid to seller 2 and the triopoly would remain. Thus, all will receive 11.5.

One potential explanation for the �rst sellers�high demands is fairness or

perhaps envy. Seller 1 does not accept 12 if seller 2 gets 18. Seller 1 does not

accept an unfair outcome. But what is fair? If there is merger to monopoly,

fair might mean that the �rms split the surplus equally. In our treatments a

fair bid would then be 43:5=3 = 14:5. Thus, a seller caring for fairness may

accept bids above 14.5 and reject lower bids. As can be seen in Table 6, there

is indeed a cut-o¤ point between 14 and 15 in the data for treatment Seq-M.

The problem is that if the buyer has to pay 14.5 to the �rst seller, while still

having to pay the duopoly pro�t to the second seller (the data suggests that

the second seller demands the duopoly pro�t), the buyer would earn a higher
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pro�t by remaining in the triopoly. This may explain some of the failures to

monopolize the market. In particular, the three right-most buyers in Table 6,

treatment Seq-M, do not seem to have attempted to acquire the other �rms.

A potential explanation is that the buyers understood seller 1�s demand for

fairness.

Bringing up fairness as a potential explanation is not peculiar when a pie

is to be divided. In fact, a huge literature on bargaining involving ultimatum

and dictator games have indicated that fairness may in�uences the behavior

of subjects (Kagel and Roth, 1995).

The behavior of the four left-most buyers in Table 6, treatment Seq-

M, strengthens the fairness argument. They o¤ered bids of at least 14 to

the �rst sellers. All but one also tended to o¤er fair bids to the second

sellers. This (out of equilibrium) behavior may indicate that they intended

to monopolize the market with a fair split of the surplus. These four buyers

may have been governed by their own preferences for fairness, and not only by

taking seller 1�s fairness considerations into account. They fail to understand,

however, that the second sellers will use their bargaining power and demand

the duopoly pro�t. We do, however, still consider fairness to be an open

question. Future work on this topic may follow the lines suggested by Fehr

and Schmidt (1999).10

One might ask why we do not discuss fairness in the simultaneous treat-

ments. The reason is that our data indicates that fairness is more important

in sequential than in simultaneous treatments. This, in turn, may be ex-

plained by the fact that the equilibrium only prescribes unequal payo¤s to

di¤erent sellers in the sequential treatments. It might be more surprising,

10Additional treatments could be executed in many di¤erent ways to test the fairness
hypothesis, e.g. Seq-3 with D=12.5 where b=14.5 is fair but still pro�table. However,
tests of fairness is beyond this paper but we de�nitely encourage researcher to further
investigate in this hypothesis.
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that the sellers in the simultaneous treatments do not appear to have been

concerned with the equality between buyers and sellers. Sellers conform to

their equilibrium strategy, even though the equilibrium in Sim-M gives the

buyer a pro�t of 17.5, while the sellers only receive 13. This result di¤ers

from experiments on ultimatum bargaining which, in the present context,

can be considered as an acquisition game with only one seller. A possible

reason for this di¤erence is that in an acquisition game with two sellers, the

�rst-mover advantage is not as pronounced. Sellers do receive a share of the

surplus since the duopoly pro�t rather than the triopoly pro�t is the relevant

threat point.

Conclusion 2 In the sequential acquisition game, pro�table monopolization

did not only fail in the test treatment (with high duopoly pro�t) but also in the

control treatment (with low duopoly pro�t). The data suggests that fairness

might be the reason for this. Mergers that should occur in equilibrium do not,

since they require an unequal split of surplus.

A related question concerns how the roles are assigned. In our experiment,

the roles of buyers, �rst-sellers and second-sellers were randomly distributed.

If these roles had instead been determined by historical pro�ts or some other

performance indicator, giving rise to asymmetric strength, fairness consid-

erations might be weaker. It may be accepted that stronger (weaker) �rms

pro�t more (less) when each �rm has deserved its role in the market. In

reality, targets may also reject early o¤ers, hoping to sell out later as a sec-

ond seller. Such waiting strategies arise in the dynamic acquisition game

studied by Fridolfsson and Stennek (2000). These issues are left for future

experimental work, however.
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4.3 Simultaneous vs. Sequential

Finally, we should investigate if sequential acquisitions make monopolization

easier as suggested by the endogenous merger theory. Table 8 provides a

comparison between Sim-T and Seq-M, which have equal pro�t parameters

but di¤erent timing in the acquisition procedure.

Table 8: Market outcomes: simultaneous vs sequential

Treatment Monopoly Duopoly Triopoly Total

Sim-T 1 4 5 10

Seq-M 0 4 6 10

Di¤erence in frequency

(signi�cance level)

-0.100

(0.5000)

0.000

(0.6750)

0.100

(0.8151)
-

It is immediately clear that there is no signi�cant di¤erence between the

two treatments in terms of the resulting market structure. Monopolization

fails in both treatments. This failure can only be attributed to the insiders�

dilemma in Sim-T, since merger is predicted in Seq-M.

5 Conclusions

The purpose of this paper is to test the insiders�dilemma hypothesis in a

laboratory experiment. Are pro�table mergers to monopoly blocked because

it is more pro�table for individual �rms to unilaterally be outsiders?

The experiment in this paper has few observations. However, it is cen-

tral to stress that our design, with subjects only playing the game once,

implies a high degree of independence and allows us to count each trial as

one observation. Such a concervative approach di¤ers from the vast major-

ity of experiments where subjects participate in several trials implying that
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observations are dependent even in case random matching is used. Our ob-

servations thus come costly, but there is enough data to make hypothesis

testing meaningful if one is willing to settle for moderate signi�cance levels.

Our �rst two treatments concern simultaneous acquisitions. Although

the pro�tability of a merger from triopoly to monopoly is the same in both

the test treatment and the control treatment, the sellers�outside option is

di¤erent since the duopoly pro�t is higher in the test treatment. There are

signi�cantly less mergers to monopoly when the duopoly pro�t (threat point)

is high, as suggested by the insiders�dilemma hypothesis. Furthermore, data

on the buyers�and sellers�strategies suggests that the duopoly pro�t is an

important determinant of merger activity.

The result that merger intensity is not only determined by pro�tabil-

ity, but also by externalities, can also be viewed as a rejection of exogenous

merger theory in favour of endogenous merger theory. We should point out,

however, that our test hinges on Kamien and Zang�s model of the acquisi-

tion process, while exogenous merger theory is silent on the details of the

acquisition process. For this reason, further tests, using other models of

the acquisition process such as unstructured bargaining, would be welcome

complements to our results.

In the treatments concerning sequential acquisitions, monopoly outcomes

were not observed either in the test treatment (with high duopoly pro�t) or

in the control treatment (with low duopoly pro�t). The failure to monopolize

the market in the control treatments indicates that the insiders�dilemma is

not an appropriate explanation here.

The data is consistent with the idea that the �rst seller cares for fair-

ness and does not accept a lower payo¤ than an equal split of the monopoly

pro�t. But monopolization at such high acquisition prices is unpro�table
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to the buyer. It might be questioned, however, if the fairness result is an

artifact of the methodology of running a laboratory experiment with student

subjects. Do real-world managers and shareholders care about fairness? Al-

though we cannot provide a conclusive answer in the present paper, we see

no reason to exclude this possibility. Managers and shareholders might not

use the term fairness, but they do care about relative performance. That is,

managers and shareholders do not only care about the pro�t of their own

�rm, but also about their performance in relation to other �rms within the

same industry. It is also interesting to note that Kamien and Zang (1993)

probably anticipated the fairness result, saying that �...it is not clear why it

should be possible to persuade one owner to sell out �rst and pro�t less than

the other owner who sells out later, and not vice versa.�In the end, this is an

empirical question and future experimental work on merger formation could

test for fairness or relative performance using the ideas of Fehr and Schmidt

(1999).
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A Instructions

Originally, the instructions were written in Swedish. We include the instruc-

tions for the subjects participating in treatments Sim-T and Seq-M. For the

other treatments, the duopoly pro�ts must be changed.
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A.1 Simultaneous Treatments

You are about to participate in an experiment in economic decision making.

The experiment will be repeated in 5 rounds. All bids and pro�ts in the

experiment are given in points. The �rst four rounds are practice rounds

and will not give any points, that is, you cannot make any money from

these. Only the outcome in the last round will give points transferable into

money, where 1 point = SEK 10. No one, except the experimenter, will know

the decisions and payo¤s of other people participating in this experiment. All

payments are �nanced out of a grant from Marianne och Marcus Wallenbergs

Stiftelse. You receive SEK 50 each as a show up fee. The experiment will

last for about 30 minutes.

People in this room will be divided into groups of three. Each group

contains one buyer and two sellers. You will be informed of whether you are

a seller or a buyer. The other two members of your group will be unknown

to you.

Here is what will happen. The sellers hold one asset each. The buyer can

buy these assets from the sellers. One round is divided into two phases:

Phase 1 The buyer o¤ers one and the same bid to the two sellers.

Phase 2 The sellers receive the bid and accept or reject it. No seller

can observe the decision of the other seller before he/she

makes his/her own decision.
The bid must be an integer, minimum 0 and maximum 22.

How many points you receive will be determined by the following:

Buyers
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Bought Your pro�t

2 43.5-2*your bid (you have to pay the bid to each of the sellers)

1 17.5-your bid (you have to pay the bid to the accepting seller)

0 11.5
Hence, how many points you will receive as a buyer depends on how many

assets you have bought and how much you have paid for them.

Sellers
Your answer Your pro�t

Yes You receive the bid.

No Your payo¤ depends on the other seller:

1. If the other seller also rejects = 11.5

2. If the other seller accepts = 17.5
Hence, how many points you will receive as a seller depends on your own

decision and the decision of the other seller (if you reject).

After one round, we will observe your choices and announce your payo¤s.

Do not talk to the others and make sure that no one can see the choices you

make on the reply form or your type (buyer or seller).

Howmany points you receive can also be illustrated in the following payo¤

matrix for buyers, o¤ering a bid = b:

The buyer�s matrix

Seller 2

Yes No

Seller 1 Yes 43.5-2b 17.5-b

No 17.5-b 11.5
Howmany points you receive can also be illustrated in the following payo¤

matrix for sellers, receiving a bid = b:

The seller�s matrix
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Answer of the other seller

Yes No

Your answer Yes b b

No 17.5 11.5

A.2 Sequential Treatments

//The �rst two paragraphs are identical to the simultaneous instruction.//

Here is what will happen. The sellers hold one asset each. The buyer can

buy these assets from the sellers. However, it is only possible for buyers to

buy one asset at a time, according to the following:

Phase 1 The buyer o¤ers one bid to seller 1.

Phase 2 Seller 1 receives the bid and may accept or reject it.

Phase 3 Buyer and seller 2 are informed about the response of seller 1.

Phase 4 The buyer o¤ers a bid to seller 2.

Phase 5 Seller 2 receives the bid and accepts or rejects.
The bid must be an integer, minimum 0 and maximum 22.

How many points you receive will be determined by the following:

Buyers

Bought Your pro�t

2 43.5-bid1-bid2 (you have to pay the bids to each of the sellers)

1 17.5-your bid (you have to pay the bid to the accepting seller)

0 11.5
Hence, how many points you will receive as a buyer depends on how many

assets you have bought and how much you have paid for them.

Sellers
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Your answer Your pro�t

Yes You receive the bid.

No Your payo¤ will depend on the other seller:

1. If the other seller also rejects = 11.5

2. If the other seller accepts = 17.5
Hence, how many points you will receive as a seller depends on your own

decision and the decision of the other seller (if you reject).

After each round, we will observe your choices and announce your payo¤s.

Do not talk to the others and make sure that no one can see the choices you

make on the reply form or your type (buyer or seller).

Howmany points you receive can also be illustrated in the following payo¤

matrix for buyers, o¤ering the �rst bid = b1 and the second bid = b2:

The buyer�s matrix

Seller 2

Yes No

Seller 1 Yes 43.5-b1-b2 17.5-b1

No 17.5-b2 11.5
Howmany points you receive can also be illustrated in the following payo¤

matrix for sellers, receiving a bid = b:

The seller�s matrix

Answer of the other seller

Yes No

You answer Yes b b

No 17.5 11.5
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